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Table DR1. Summary of available reef vertical motion and accretion data plotted in Figures 3 and S3. References summarizing data from multiple sites and 
sources are shown in bold. Mean uplift rate shown for ranges reported in the literature. Accretion rates represent an island-averaged rate based on the 
mean values observed across sites, as reviewed in the literature. In the case that reef accretion rates had not been measured, the mean value for the 
particular island chain (indicated with [ ]) or ocean basin (indicated with *) was used. A few exceptions occur: For the Big Island of Hawaii, we used the 
growth rate that Webster et al. (2007) estimated based on their model results, which does not differ substantially from the average across the Hawaiian 
Islands. For Tahiti and Moorea, only the accretion rates reported for barrier reefs were used, as the observed rates from inland fringing reefs were 
substantially higher than all of the other sites. Such fast accretion rates are probably not representative of the geologic past. Indeed, accretion rates >25 
mm/yr would outpace known drowning mechanisms, yet drowned reefs and atolls proliferate. Vertical Motion rates represent an average over the interval 
of study. Reef types are: Uplifted Terraces (Uts), Emergent Fringing Reef (FR(e)), Fringing Reef (FR), Barrier Reef (BR), Drowned Terraces (DTs), 
Drowned Barrier Reef (DBR). 
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Toomey et al. Data Repository Videos 
 
Six movies, one for each of the reef types identified in the manuscript, have been compiled to 
provide a representative sample of how each profile develops over a typical model run. For each 
of these runs, we used the proxy derived SL curve. Like the plots shown in Figure 1a-1d, an 
initial slope of 0.05 was used for the Hawaiian Islands and 0.15 for each of the other examples. 
All other parameters follow those shown in Table DR2.    
 
Drowned Terraces (Hawaii): VideoDR1-VM=-2.6mm/yr, G=2.65mm/yr 
 
Drowned Lagoons (Molokai): VideoDR2-VM=-0.58mm/yr, G=5.75mm/yr 
 
Emergent Fringing (Oahu): VideoDR3-VM=0.06mm/yr. G=2.5mm/yr 
 
Barrier Reef (Tahiti): VideoDR4-VM=-0.275mm/yr, G=6.5mm/yr 
 
Uplifted Terraces (PNG): VideoDR5-VM=2.56mm/yr, G=7mm/yr 
 
Fringing Reef (Reunion): VideoDR6-VM=-0.04mm/yr, G=3mm/yr 
	




